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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing ease and power of wmputer netsvorking
technologies, many organisations me taking information
which was previously managed and distributed on paper aud
making it available electronically.
Such shared information

Information
systems, electronic
and non-electronic,
are
ubiquitous in organisations. Databases, diaries, calendars,
phone lists and organisational records facilitate communica-

systems are the basis of much organisational
and electronic

distribution

tion and collaboration within working groups. With the advent of widespread computer networking, more of these in-

collaboration,

holds great promise. However,

formation

a

bases, traditionally

distributed

primary focus of such systems is on the ease of information
retrieval. We believe that an equally important component is
the problem of information interpretation,
and that this inter-

made available to groups electronically.

pretation

for

is .@ded by a context which many electronic

tems do not fully

However,

sys-

the

the transition
management

straightforward.

acknowledge.

on paper, are being

from traditional
of

this

to electronic

information

The adage that “an information

media
is

not

system is

We report on a study of two systems, one paper-based and

only aa good as the information it holds” is only partly true,
This is because, in addition be being merely retrieved, the

one electronic,

information

managing

same organisation.

similar

information

We descrike the ways in which informa-

tion retrieved from these systems is interpreted
by individuals,

within the

must also be interpreted

so that an individual

can decide how to use it. We are interested, he~, in looking

subjectively

at this process of interpretation-at
how and when it takes
place, at the resources which support i~ and at the
implications
it holds for the design, deployment
and

and point to some of the factors contributing

to this interpretation. These factors, together making up the
context of the information,
an3 of critical importance in the
design of successful electronic shared information systems.

evaluation

of electronic

shared information

systems.

An Example
A simple example will serve to illustrate how we use contex-
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deal with the same information
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management

8c-

in these various forms,

we

will process it, judge it and understand it differently. The difference is not in terms of the underlying data. but in terms of
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information

tivities. Consider the difference between a telephone number
written on a scrap of paper, one published in a public telephone directory and one printed on a business card. As we

the context of its delivery and, in this case, primarily the formality of the medium. Similarly, the source of the information (from the individual concerned, from a colleague, and so
on) may also affect the way the information is interpreted.
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information

which

they collect

Our focus has been on the context which information carries
with it within a system, and which can be employed by the

extent. In fact, Khronika

users as part of the evaluative

electronic

have primarily

been focussing

within our organisation.
information
two

and interpretive

process. We

on a particular

EuroPARC

systems, the Calendar and Khronika

systems

both

provide

electronic

access to largely similar information
available

to

all

members

of

envisaged

as an

a more detailed

of the ways in which they collect and distribute

information

reveals

differences,

[8]. These

to a considerable

form of the Calendar. However,

examination

case study

has two parallel shared

overlaps

was originally

important

differences.

and their causes, are the principle

These

focus of this

paper.

and non-electronic

bases, and they are both

the

laboratory.

We

Data Collection

have

examined the ways in which these two systems are used, and

We studied the use of these systems through automatically-

report hem on some of the diffenmces

in usage patterns

cdlected

which reveal aspects of the information
sign.ii3cant design implications.

context, and have

and a questionnaire,

Context: The two systems which we am investigating me in
use at EuroPARC, a Rank Xerox reseamh lab in Cambridge.
UK. EuroPARC is a small lab (around 30 staff), on three
floors of a single building. While there are many face-to-face

RESEARCH STUDY
Two Information

data, interviews

encounters, electronic communication

Systems: The Calendar and Khronika

including

The Calendar:

From its earliest days, a regular featrue of life

at EuroPARC

has been the distribution

extensive

is also very common,

use of electronic

video “media space” communication

mail.

and an audio/

infrastructure.

of ‘The Calendar”.

This document lists details of the whereabouts of Iaboratcny
members over the coming weeks, as well as information
about visitom, upcoming meetings and seminars, and events

Participants:
differing

requirements

and coordination.

The

such as holidays. The Calendar is distributed

nxearch

staff are drawn from a variety of disciplines;

they

electronic

mseamh,

weekly both by

mail and in paper form. and is delivered to every

The participants,
management

are divided

and

EuroPARC’s

for scheduling

approximately

staff. include

administrative

staff

with

into thirds with backgrounds

in

lab member as well as interested parties outside of the lab.

computer

Khronika:

computer skills vary widely. Most have extensive expwienee
with the Calendar, which has been in use for over four years,

EuroPARC

also has an electronic

event server

which allows users to browse or update a database of events
from any workstation.

Khronika

“event database” mechanism
1. The notion of “event”
uled, electronic

and Khronika,

in two w ays:

Data:

as scheduled calendar-

which

the

the R4VE

may send electronic

mail
pro-

CQllected data included

so

to a ten-page

are used and an open-

on each system.

Automatically

snapshots of the events currently

in

on usage. We also conducted

with a number of individuals.

including

responsible for the Calendar.

b order to understand the systems as they exist in practice,
we will begin by looking

or non-speech

is

makes comparisons

active,

Khronika.

is a shared system for

with

the

emphasis

at them individually.

We will fust

examine how the Calendar functions in the context
people’s everyday activities, and then turn our attention
We will

of
to

then compare the practices surrounding

these systems, looking

at spedc

differences

in usage. In

particuhr, we shall focus on the ways in which people make
explicit distinctions and choices between the two systems,
and the nMsons for making such choices. These distinctions

action (such as automatic scheduling of meetings). Although
information

interviews

the administrator

calendar-style (and other) events; it provides no facilities for
automatic event scheduling (e.g. [1], [6]). Khronika deals
merely with shared information; there is no notion of shared
mechanism

and Khronika

the database and statistics

events, spawn other computational

It should be emphasised that Khronika

reminder

science,

of interest to a user and generate

events, Reminders

cesses, or generate synthesised saudio cues [2] through the media space.

its

of the lab responded

the Calendar

informal

about upcoming

social

which asked about technical background. job
for scheduling
and coordination,
ways in

ended section for views

users can create alzemons (active agents) that

seek out information

and

which has been in use for over two years.

20 members

questionnak
requirements

is generalised to include unsched-

events as well

arrival of electronic mail or actions within
media space [4] can be processed as events.

“reminder”

psychology

extends the basic idea of an

style events. So, as well as seminars and meetings,

2. Khronika

science,

and decisions

on

are the basis from

discuss the contextual

the paper Calendm

information

which
which

we can begin to
the two systems

embody and the ways in which it is employed by the user
communities. From this, then. we will go on to discuss the
implications of this contextual interpretation for the design

valid.
Khronika and the Calendar parallel each other in interesting
ways. Clearly, they serve some of the same purposes, and the

of shared information
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systems generally.
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Figure 1: The Calendar has three sedtons. The first shows a summary of planned lab attendance for that week; the second lists
the week’s events; and the third Iits upcoming events over a period of months.
THE CALENDAR
A number of dated

IN USE
issues characterise the way in which the

Calendar is used. Overarching
Calendar’s

“formality”’.

all of these is the notion of the

is responsible

endar and the information

for coordinating

pa. The paper distribution
building;

the electronic

and affiliates
For most
information

makes indicating

and

mail and on pa-

list includes colleagues

priva~,

although

Calendar

document,

associated

These annotations

they are distributed

with

are
the

few readers are aware of them, and

and Collecting

Calendar

Data

To perform her duties, then, it is critical that the administrator can collect the information she requires. While individu-

lab members,
the Calendar is a source of
about upcoming
talks, meetings and other

als sometimes

spontaneously

send her notilcations

coming events via a special “Calendar”
the questiomaire

three principal

electronic

of upmailbox,

responses indicate that most messages are

sent in ~sponse to an automatic
minder to all staff. Luformation
categories-next

weekly electronic mail rexequests are divided into
week’s

attendance

plans,

upcoming events, and upmrning visitors or absences. Should
an individual fail to respond to this message, the administrator will often follow-up with a personal reminder to submit a
Calendar entry. Finally, if no information is forthcoming, the

day-to-day
activities.
For instance,
a Calendar entry
indicating a visitor also implies responsibility for organ.ising
spaces and perhaps accommodation.

effectively

Inputting

at other sites.

events, and also includes summaries of upcoming visitors or
periods of absence. The adminis@ator’s relationship to the
Calendar and the information
it contains. however. is very
different. Many of her duties within the laboratory depend
critically on the information
which the Calendar holds. So,
while most people see the Calendar as a repository of
information
about ongoing
and upcoming
events, the
administrator views it as a centml organizing focus for her

parking

items of information.

fewer still understand their meaning.

is to lab members working in our

distribution

has organised the structure of the

the state of these other activities

with particular

it contains. She collects informa-

it once a week both by electronic

presentations,

document to support her own practices and the various
responsibilities which Calendar entries represent. Indeed, the
distributed
Calendar fi-equently includes annotations she

the Cal-

tion from lab members, collates it in a single doaunent,
distributes

etc.

The Calendar administrator

of a

The Calendar Administrator
A single individual

also

statistics on visitors,

for the lab’s hi-annual reports.

The Calendar is a well-established

“official”
document and is seen as the formal repository
number of items of critical information.

that has passed through the Calendar, the administrator
must also produce

Calendar will show a “default”
mark it as suchl.

Based on data
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entry for that individual

and

.
Distributing

the Calendar

The Calendar

is typically

pages are shown in figure

3-5 pages long; representative
1. Most questionnaire

Khronika,

and the use for which

xeposito~

of public information.

it was designed.

is as a

respondents

refer to it at the time it appears in their physical or electronic

Entering Khronika Data

mailbox.

The entry of information

Afler this, many do not consult the Calendar again,

into Khronika

is not triggered by a

aud either dispose of it or file it somewhere. However, others

specific event like the Calendar’s weekly reminders.

keep it around and refer to it over the course of the week. Of

individuals

these, few report consulting
rate is often less than this.

appropriate. The system provides a number of different interfaces for data entry; indeed, one of these allows electronic

it more than once a day, and tbe

of Iong-term

information

Instead,

as and when they feel it is

mail submission similar to that used for the Calendar, so that
information can be sent to both with a single message. Un-

Calendar readers report that the long-term information
it
provides is particularly
useful. Most describe scanning the
record

contribute

like the Calendar, which is distributed
tion entered in Khronika

events such as the list of upcoming

once a week, informa-

becomes available immediately.

absences and visitors to the lab over a period of two or three
months.

The format

information

of the Calendar

As with the Calendar, most users indicate that information

makes this easy; the

entered by the individual

is often summarised on a single page. The brief

summary of next week’s attendance is also frequently

cited

as a useful source of information.

is

most concerned with the event it

describes, e.g. a visitor’s

“host”, or the speaker at an internal

talk.

individuals

However,

Khronika

a few

for their information

rely

heavily

on

Having gained some picture of the role of the Calendar in the

investment

day-t-day
activities of the lab members, we will now go on
to consider the ways in which Khronika performs similar

actually
“owned”
by someone else. Principally,
the
motivation is that this improves the “completeness”
of the

functions.

database, and justifiis
continued reliance on Khronika as a
primary source of information. The information added in this

characterise

enter information

within

the laboratory

the Calendar, electronic mail, ofllcial
announcements
informal communication
with colleagues.

is much harder to

than the use of the Calendar. First, unlike

Calendar, it is not a single, identilable

These individuals.
for

infor-

then, take on an informal

the information

in

Kbronika,

way in which the administrator’s

mation rerneval

certain correctness and completeness

the scanning

activity witi automatic reminders. The presence of daemons,
in particular, makes usage characterisations much harde~

paper

some users, for instance, claimed never to use Khronika,

the case of Khronika

to the (daemon-generated)

audio

partly

responsibility
because

their

working practices demand it. In some ways, this parallels the

mation, as well as a number of ways of scanning through it.
Third, browsing may lx replaced altogether through inforby active daemons, ~placing

or

the

and physical artifact.

Second, it provides a range of interfaces for inputting

yet referred

which is

way may come from a variety of external sources, including

KHRONIKA IN USE
The use of Khronika

in it, will frequently

who

needs, and have a higher

Calendar,

information.

but

and her formal

Although

and more distributed,

reminders

working practices require a
of information
responsibility

in the
for

the reasons for it are different.
this responsibility

that

and in

is much less formal

some of the effects are similar.

Both

which they received. Since Khronika’s interfaces are environmental as well as screen-based. Khronika reminders be-

serve to maintain database correctness and incnmse the
diability
of (and hence the validity of reliance upon) the

come less associated with a particular

system.

The most commonly
Khronik~
however,
figure

interactive

system.

Retrieving

reported means of accessing events in
is the workstation interface shown in

2, This provides

a “week-at-a-glance”

Khronika

Data

As with input, output from Khronika
cific system or medium,

view; spatial

layout is used to show the time and duration of events. and

ber of interfaces

colour-coding

ways in which information

individual
information

provides cues as to event types. Selecting an

through browsing,

entry causes the interface to present more detailed

and subsystems. There are three principal
is extracted

searching and automatic

from

Khronika—

reminders.

on that event.
Most

Although

is not based on one spe-

but rather can arise from any num-

Khronika

accessible only to speciilc

individuals,

the primary

Khronika

users

browse

the

database

frequently,

sometimes several times a day. This is generally through the

allows events to be entered which are

weekly browser shown in figure 2. A version of this interface
automatically updates the display as new events are entered,
making quick scans particularly
easy. Many users keep a
browser icon on their screen. which can be accessed quickly
ad simply. So. for users whose activities are primarily

use of

1. Like the administrator’s private annotations, the marking of
default entries is relatively subtle and often goes unnoticed. This
information,
then, is primarily used by the administrator herself
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Figure 2: The most common interface to Khronik
sh-6wing more details.
computer-based,

it can be closer

is the week-at-a-glance

browser. Mousing on events will raise a pop-up window

daemons as soon as the &igger event is entered. This means

to hand than a printed

Calendar.

that, at any given time, there are a large number of events.
spawned by daemons, waiting to be delivered at the time

Interface issues also affect patterns of searching in Khronika.
with
information
(Other
interface
issues, concerned

specifkd
writing,

by the user in the daemor,
the system currently

which have generated

and at the time of

contains almost 200 daemons,

over 3500 pending

reminders.

presentation, will be discussed later.) Searching Khronika
for specific information is much less common than seading

vast majority

the Calendar. We have identiikd
this. FirsL the browser interface

signals which are delivered to an individual’s
media space. These signals are of particular

automatically
resulting

fiiding

three principal reasons for
does not offer facilities for

specif3c

pieces

a short-term
long-term

(weekly)
overview

questionnaire

of

information,

term reminders (e.g. a meeting about to stw.

Second, it presents

minutes’

time).

view of the database, rather than the

Khronika

use is apparent

in much less searching activity.
given

by

the

indicates that Khronika

Calendar.

is generally

The
Third,
browse

not

offer

of the event, as well as

this

two-level

Although
information,

browsing

information
mrieving

Khronika

generates

reminder

of
of

events

Khronika

and

the

Calendar

their use is very different.
itself,

and

and interpreting

the

manage

similar

The character of the

processes

it, vary quite

of

contributing,

widely

between

them. This raises a number of important questions. What
factors do individuals use when deciding to use one system

The majority
of information
output from
Khronika,
however, is in the form of automatic reminders generated by
daemons.

nature

this is a signi15cant feature

Before going onto consider the components of contextual information which are being employed by the users of these
two systems and the design implications which we can derive from these. it’s worthwhile
comparing the usage patterns direetly.

who entered the event into the database, and when.
does

a seminar in ten

short-term

COMPARING USAGE

Once information
has been located, though, accessing the
details is easy; selecting an event in the week browser will

The Calendar
interface,

the largely

people’s use of Khronika.

Khronika
much more frequently
than the Calendar. This
reduces the need to scan for specific details; this is
essentially the opportunistic rehearsal noted by Payne [111.

showing

Again,

office via the
use for short-

regarded

as being mom useful for short-term information.
questionnaire
responses
indicate
that people

bring up a more detailed description

The

of reminders take the form of non-speech audio

or the other? When the basic information

from
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is the same. what

factors cause people to interpret it differently

In selecting the appropriate channel for information

in the different

then, the status, relevance and importance

systems?

has to be evaluated in the context of each system. Contextual
factors such as the medium and timeliness of distribution, the

Certainly, some of these factors are traditional concerns of
ease-of-use and appropriateness
of each system for the
working practices of the groups using them. However. we
believe that there are other factors at work. In particular,

delivery,

of the information

organisational
audiences

status of

the system,

of the systems,

all play

and the perceived
critical

roles

in this

evaluative process.

we

wish to deal with the way in which the systems present their
information

within

the information

a context which guides interpretation

Retrieving Information

of

The wider context of use is also critical when people retrieve

and of the systems themselves.

information
In this section, we will
differences

between

look more closely

Khronika

at some of the

and the Calendar.

It

from either of these systems. This manifests

self primarily

is

consult for some piece of information,
terpreting information found them.

convenient to be able to break these down into manageable
units, so, although
it is clear that they are strongly
interrelated, we will deal with the entry and retrieval of

For those users who report using

information

generally a distinction

separately.

information

Entering Information
dependent on the com-

and the process of in-

both systems, there is

between systems based on the kind of

being ~trieved.

refer to for some particular

The value of each system is critically

it-

in two ways: the choice of which system to

The choice of which system to
piece of information

a number of factors. Again, organisational

depends on

status, timeliness

pleteness and accuracy of the information it contains. As information is nxeived and generated within the laboratory,

and the nature of the medium are clearly important.

each individual

A major factor in interpreting information horn the Calendar
is the user’s understanding
of the processes by which
information is entered and coordinated in the Calendar. The

has choices on how to distribute it.

A number of contextual
process.

The

instance,

demands

factors play a part in this decision

organisational

status of

that certain

the Calendar,

information

usem comment

that they enter information

“feel

This

obliged”.

Calendar’s
(e.g.

position

vacations,

understanding

status

derives

as the official
visitors

and

not

for

presence

administrator

because they

Calendar

only

from

the

but

also

an item

in

the Calendar

serves as an archival

the Calendar is only distributed

from

implies

that

the

has seen and processed it. Further, because the
record,

accorded to aspects of the information

record of lab activities
talks),

of

be put them,

a certain

status is

it records. However,

once a week, so information

can only be seen to be “correct at the time of printing”.

on the part of each lab member has of the
Information

in Khronika

can be much mo~

up-to-date,

and

Calendar’s audience and their view of the information
it
contains. This understanding
includes an appreciation of
both the nature of the audience, and of the role of the
Calendar in their activities.
The official
status of the

there is no intermediate
“administrator”
separating
information entry from database storage. However, because
Kbronika lacks the ofllcial status of the Calendar. it is often

Calendar is reinfomed by the weekly “calendar submission”
reminders sent out by electronic mail, and is also personifkd

quoted by questionnaire

in the administrator,
not “I’d btter

so that an individual’s

put this in the Calendar”,

incomplete,

Khronika

but rather, “I’d better

First, the audience is smaller and more loca.h udike

in the Calendar (and Khronika
are updated

appropriately).

combined
responsibilities

of the Calendar administrator’s

with records of when the
whom,

with

aud when

knowledge

and

work

it

was

about

the

practices

of

other responsibilities,

such

as booking accommodation, might lead us to decide that. in
case of conflict, the Calendar is more likely to contain the
correct information about the arrival date of a foreign visitor

will ensure that

who is to give a talk. However, the administrator does not
typically attend internal seminars, so Khronika might well be

All of these factors

regarded as more likely to contain the correct title for that
visitor’s seminar during her visit. Even then, knowing who
entered the seminar announcement
into Khronika
might
cause a reassessment
different
trust levels would be
assigned to the seminar coordinator,
the visitor’s heist, or

mean that less formal
information
can be entered in
Khronika than in the Calendaq inappropriate dissemination
of information

When

by

colleagues, these facts are critical in the interpretation of the
information which is retrieved. For example, the knowledge

the Calendar,
Kh.ronika
information
is generally
not
accessible
outside
the laboratory.
Second, Khronika
information
is not used to generate reports and statistics—
indeed, it is not adived
at all. Finally, information
in
Khronika can be amended or deleted much more easily than
information

was entered,

organisational

also has a notion of audience and role, albeit less

reminders

annotates information

information
changed.

formal.

problems

respondents.

thought is often

tell Colleen”.
Khronika

and thi; is one of the most common

is much less likely.

,-

4/

some other unconnected
resolved by looking
Clearly,

input

the

lab member. These might be further

and

retrieval

of

information

are

contextual
interpreted

not

independent. An understanding of the process of information
entry can also affects interpretation.
An event in the
Calendar

carries

with

“deftite”

and “settled”

it an implicit

(unless otherwise

this is due to the Calendar’s
to the interaction
information

statement

marked). Partly,

information.

are

Wrieval. Instead, around the systems, users have built up a
more elaborate set of practices which concern not simply repractices are enabled by a variety of resounxs,

information

er we have classed as context.

trieval but also evaluation

be extracted (by daemons) only in

of information,

and so on. These
which togeth-

There

is less worry that entering and later changing some tentative

Both Khronika

information

information

in Khronika

and the Cal-

striking observations is that the use of these two shared infor-

may

response to speci.ilc registered interests of individuals.

of

to be

work group. One of the most

be much more tentative; partly because it’s easy to change
information later, and partly because Khronika arranges that
will primarily

primarily

mation systems goes beyond the naive view of information

are less likely

Eventa in Khronika

factors

the way in which Khronika

endar are used by a speciilc

who mediates between

that repeated changes to Calendm information

these

they do not deny the importance

cues which cause the same information
in different ways once retrieved.

We have reviewed

soumes and the Calendm document. This means

than those to Khronika

However,

COMPONENTS OF CONTEXT

that it is

oi%cial status; but it also relates

with an individual

Calendar.

concerned with retrievak

at the time of entry, and so forth.

is going to “bother someone”.

and the Calendar provide

context

for any

which they hold. They do this in very different

ways. Jn the Calendar, this context comes from its processing

Presentational

Issues

by the administrator.

It is clear from reports of usage that one important

factor in

information

Khronika.

on the other hand,

the differences between Khronika and the Calendar is the nature of the pmentation
of essentially similar information.

of the person who entered it, and the date of entry
mtilcation.
This can be used in judging the reliability

While the basic data which the systems pment

the entry.

the nature of the presentation
visible.
[5].

are the same,

makes different

This is a generic issue in information

Consider the information
separates

(figure

Many of the resources which make up this context are not

presentation

information

opposed to particular

according
times, with

Calendar

to particular

layout

events,

context as it is used. However,

as

at the usage of
some spedc

resources which are used to manage the information

between events (e.g. a meeting scheduled at the same time as

which

the systems contain. These include:

The
1. Ownership

standard Khronika browser, on the oth$r hand, uses a spatial
layout bawd on event times and durations. and hence
highlights
this information.
In looking at the Khronika

and responsibility.

We have seen how both

Khronika
and the Calendar present information
with
contextual cues which indicate ownership of information, and responsibility
over its correctness. These are

browser in figure 2, it is immediately obvious that there is a
conflict betsveen the meeting and the “Brown Bag” seminar
on Thursday.
The Calendar, on the other hand, pmenta

in looking

these two systems we can begin to identify

the result that conflicts

a seminar) are hidden in the details of the information.

itself, but are based on a body

of largely tacit organisational
knowledge.
So we cannot
enumerate the resoumes and fully describe the information

as it is presented in the Calendar
1 and 2). The

or
of

information
derived horn the information

and Khronika

tags

with parts of the context of entry e.g. the name

used by

individuals

appropriateness
2. Medium

in its third section

in determining g

COIKCtlleSS

and

of information.

and mutability.

The medium

in which informa-

a compact summary of upcoming events and visits over the
next few months. This information
is much less accessible

tion is stored and distributed plays a major contextual
role in information
entry, rernevai and interpretation.

within Khronika; in the standard browser, it requires paging
forward over entries for weeks at a time, and in other

While convenience and ease-of-use are important factors, this dationship
to medium goes deeper. A more

browsers it requires the construction

mutable medium, for instance, is more likely to carry
tentative information,
since there is less commitment

of an appropriate query.

It seems clear that certain aspects of comparative

use of the

being made in submitting

two systems, such as a focus on immediate or short-term
events in Khronika
and more longer-term
informationgathering are to do with the presentational issues which am
an implicit part of their interfaces; indeed, the use of nonspeech audio reminders triggered by daemons in Kh.ronika is
simply a presentation mechanism which is impossible with

i~ similarly,

this knowledge

will affect the interpretation
of information
retrieved.
Many of these properties can be analysed from the perspective of ecological affordance theory [31.
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provision

3. Timeliness. Partly related to the issue of the medium is
that of timeliness.
with particular

mechanisms

either individual
collation

of information

entry from

by an individual.

information

colIection—

a workstation

must be made for such resources to be provided,

and for the retrieval

Our two systems have been associated

contribute

or weeldy

where

many

to and use the information

such context

These processes have differ-

process to involve

systems,

is even mo~

them. In shared
different

people

base, provision

critical.

Failure

for

to adequately

ent timescales, and this forms part of the context in
which individuals make decisions. It affects information

support such cues, which underpin
normal,
everyday
information processing, is a known source of problems in

contribution

collaborative

mation

(since an individual

would

interpn%ation

be delivered

may decide that infor-

systems [7].

too late), and information

(e.g. when information

is clearly

In trying to create systems which aclmowledge

out-of-

contextual

date).

information,

arise. The f~st

4. Organisational
information

status and relevance. DMerent

have differing

the role of

some serious associated concerns

is that the use of contextual

information

emerges horn the use of the system itself. and from the social

kinds of

setting in which it is baaed. Aspects of this use of context,

degrees of relevance to indi-

viduals and to the organisation in which they operate.
Similarly, the various information
systems which might

then. m. coadaptive [9], as the use of the system and the
interpretation of the information grow up around each other,

be available also carry with them some notion of organisational status and relevance for particular functions.

and affect each other bidirectionally.
Further, the context
extends outside the computer system itself, and can also

This again is an important
both in contributing

consideration

and interpreting

include

for individuals

other systems, practices and organisational

which exist in the environment

data.

seen in the case of Khronika
These

are components

orthogonal

dimensions.

of

the information

Their interactions

instance,

considering

the example

decision

against submitting

context,

not

interactions

am complex. For

importantly

above concerning

information

the

and the Calendar,

may be subtle and indirecL
interdependent.

factors

or the workplace.. As we’ve
these

but yet, they remain

These issues are explored

greater detail by Markus and Connolly

in

[101.

to a less timely

medium, an understanding of organisational relevance might
mean that the information will still be submitted. Indeed, this

So, the issues which surround the design of information
systems which can provide the resources needed for flexible

happens in our systems; because the Calendar is used to

use are complex. We can summarise some of the main design
implications from our studies:

generate

six-monthly

information
distributing.

statistics,

be submitted

it

is

important

that

even when it is no longer worth

.

Contextual cues are important resources for information
management. The failure to exploit such cues, then, is
likely to lead to less usable and less flexible systems. It is

DESIGNING FOR INTERPRETATION

important

Our studies, then, have shown the way in which the uses of

ised, and that electronic

Khronika

provide them. The design process for information

and the Calendar differ,

despite the similar infor-

tion management

in such systems is subject to a set of com-

practices

are enabled

which

evolve

by a variety

of resoumes available

.

reliability

by the example given in the

of the way in which

our judgement

The practices which evolve from this use of contextual

to a model of shared information,

of the

ing as a focus for information

of a telephone number will differ depending on the

source and form of the information

pro-

cues are informal. implicit and evolving. Hence, it is
generally not practical to provide, within the system,
actions which are based on contextual information.
The
contextual information is of value to the end-user in
interpreting the information. rather thau to the system in
making inferences, even on the user’s behalf. This leads

The context is an implicit component of all information
which we receive, and we are all quite used to managing it in
introduction

sys-

cess.

process and to interpret the informa-

everyday life. This is illustrated

systems attempt to

to the factors which inftuence this decision-making

over time. These

within the information management systems which together
provide a context for the information
which can be used to
assist the management
tion.

of these cues is recogn-

information

tems should be sensitive to the nature of the decisions
made based on the information they supply to users, and

mation they hold. They have pointed to the fact the informaplex and subtle practices

that the significance

with the system serv-

and browsing,

rather than

shared action, where the system performs tasks which

as it appears to us. Since

are traditionally performed by individuals. We believe
this to be one of the major distinctions between Khronika and that class of shared calendars which attempt, for

actual. day-to-day information
management is enabled by.
and conducted through, the use of these resoumes, then it
becomes clear that, if electronic information systems are to
be as flexible and valuable as non-electronic
equivalents,

instance, automatic meeting scheduling,
that we attribute much of Khroni.ka’s
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and it is to this

success.

We would argue that this distinction

is an important

We have shown how the differences

one

based primarily

to make in the design process; and it is one which follows quite directly from an appreciation of the value of
informal contextual information in decision-making.
Contextual

information

is frequently

low-level

data, imposing

informa-

little additional

variety of forms, sometimes technical, sometimes social and
sometimes

along with the system

organisational,

interpretation

overhead. Information

systems, then. should collect this information

when pos-

Clearly,

sible and record it along with the data for later presenta-

and they all contribute

as we design electronic

information

browsing

systems for

organisations,

sensitive to these factors. Information

Contextual

we must be

retrieval,

in its purest

is most useful in bmwsing-

sense, is simply part of the challenge-once

of such information

has been retrieved, it must be suitably contextualised

information

much more productive.

makes

to be used. As designers

Automatically-gener-

to the

of the information.

larger groups and more dispmed

tion.

indeed, the availability

in use appear to be
itself, but on a variety

of contextual factors which act as resources in the process of
interpreting the information. This interpretation is critical—
if information
is to be of use to au individual,
it must be
perceived to be correct and pertinent. The resources take a

tion which is it easy for a system to collect (such as
names, entry times and so forth). This information can
then be recorded opportunistically

not on the information

the information

of these systems,

it is

ated reminders, for instance, are focussed much more on

important

the actual data rather than the context which surrounds
it. The value of the context is earlier in the retrieval pro-

factors

cess. It is important,

ways by which
our systems can support contextual
interpretation
of information.
Such support can make the

then, that browsing

supported and that contextual
at this stage.
So. in designing
the information
without

information
which

considering

information

that we have an understanding

in order

then,

involved,

organisations

activities be
be presented

which

may

or environments,

of the contextual

be unique

to

particular

and that we investigate

the

difference between a system which merely provides multiple
access to information
stores, and a system which is an

systems, we cannot consider

effective

will be managed by a given system

support to organisational

work.

questions such as:
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